Corona Crisis
First Aid Kit
For organizations, leaders,
and HR professionals
Berlin, April 2020

This document is a guide to navigate your organization through the
corona crisis.

We give you our best practical tips on remote team-work, leadership
over distance, well-being, crisis communication, and simple tech tools.
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− Keep your team productive
− Run virtual workshops
Leadership over distance
− Guide others through uncertainty
− Stay strong as a leadership team

Well-being & resilience
− Stay resilient
− Take care of yourself
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− Use the best channels
− Send the right messages
Tech tool overview
− Choose the best tool
− Keep it simple
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Remote teamwork
How can I help my people be more productive working from home?

Which simple technologies and tools can I use?
How can we collaborate and communicate effectively in virtual workshops?
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Being productive @home

YES it is OK! Everything
can´t be "office perfect" –
but it might bring new
inspiration...
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There is a lot you can do to boost your own
productivity, motivation and focus when working from
home
1.

Plan your home office day. Take 10 to 15 minutes to structure your day and set priorities.

2.

Start prepared and professional. Have everything at your desk and wear professional clothes.

3.

Make a deal with yourself. Think of the results you want to achieve and give yourself rewards.

4.

Eat your frog. Start and finish the hardest task first to get into flow for the next jobs.

5.

Be aware of Parkinson‘s law. Limit the time you give yourself for each task.

6.

Use Pomodoro. Work in cycles of 25 minutes, then 5 minutes break. Longer break after 4 cycles.

7.

Have some virtual social time. Make sure to connect chitchat and talk non-business.
Go deeper here: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/killing-distractions-how-stay-productive-while-working-gracz/
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Running amazing virtual meetings

As a team seeing each other‘s faces
and prioritizing fun can
boost social connection ...
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Virtual meetings and workshops: keeping the attendees
engaged (1/2)

Agree on small teamroutines

Use break-outs

Use brainstorming
formats

Daily check-in: create a question of
the day and let everyone shortly
reflect 20-30 seconds. This gives
everyone a voice and creates a social
feeling.

Especially for longer calls, it can be
powerful to break up the call in
smaller discussion sessions.

Work simultaneously co-creatively in
a shared document or virtual
whiteboard.

Make it a habit to have videos
activated to make it more personal.

Plan up-front who goes in which
break-out, to define a leader in each
group and be very clear on when to
meet back in the plenary call.

With a virtual whiteboard this is
especially fun. They offer virtual
post-its, canvases, voting, timer and
more…

Go deeper here: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-hold-your-team-together-technology-enabler-maj-seider/
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Virtual meetings and workshops: keeping the attendees
engaged (2/2)

Include social elements
Use a little quiz or other team
challenge to give energy and fun to
the session.
Make people vote for their choice.
You can even invite call participants
to give a tour of their home if this is
suitable.

Invite a guest to join
This could be to share knowledge on
a topic or challenge a team problem
statement. Any way, it will give a
change of agenda and attention to a
topic in a new way.
The effort to participate in a video call
is not very big. Don't be shy to invite
interesting people - regardless of their
hierarchical level.
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Basic video-call etiquette
1.

Test your technical equipment and connectivity before the session and solve the problems

2.

Mute the microphone, only turn it on when you make a contribution

3.

Turn off other notifications and ring tones to prevent unnecessary interference when you
talk

4.

No multi-tasking, as this also helps others to focus on the session

5.

No monologues, rather get to the point quickly – max 30 seconds per contribution

6.

Speak clearly but don’t scream, as most computers have great audio quality these days

Go deeper here: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-hold-your-team-together-technology-enabler-maj-seider/
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Client example: Translating an in-person workshop in the
virtual space requires adjustment

09:00-09:30
09:30-10:30
10:30-10:45
10:45-12:30
12:30-13:30
13:30-16:00
16:00-16:15
16:15-17:30
17:30-18:00
18:00- …
09:00-09:15
09:15-13:00
13:00-14:00
14:00-15:00
15:00-16:00
16:00-16:15
16:15-17:15
17:15-17:30
17:30

Day 1
Welcome, icebreaker, ground rules
CEO-input “State of the Union”
Coffee Break
LT Effectiveness: interactive exercise with
sticky dots
Joint Lunch
Updates from functions: 10x15’ presentations
Coffee Break
Joint sensemaking: How are we progressing?
Wrap up
Dinner including team building activity
Day 2
Check-in
Review “Org pulse check”: gallery walk on
survey findings + so-whats
Lunch
Adapting the transformation plan
Personal commitment: who does what by
when
Coffee Break
Messages to the team: what will be
communicate
Check-out
End of workshop

09:00-09:15
09:15-10:00
10:00-10:45

10:45-11:00
11:00-12:30
12:30-13:00
13:00-13:30
13:30-14:30
14:30-14:45
15:00
09:00-09:15
09:15-10:45
10:45-11:00
11:00-12:00
12:00-13:00
13:00-13:15
13:15-13:30
13:30

Day 1
Welcome, Kahoot quiz, ground rules
CEO-input “State of the Union”
LT Effectiveness
• Break-outs on outcome clusters of
pre-survey
• Report back in group (with timer)
Break
Function updates: Breakout discussions based
on pre-reading
Lunch break
Joint sensemaking: How are we progressing?
Buffer
Wrap up & fun check-out (apartment tours)
End Day 1
Day 2
Check-in
Review “Org pulse check”: virtual gallery walk
with hosts from pulse check team
Break
Silent reflection on so-whats, then joint
prioritizing via live-voting
Adapting the transformation plan: livecollaboration in Google doc
Personal commitments in same Google doc
Tasking an LT member with messages to the
team; check-out
End

What remains
▪ Content
▪ High level of effectivity
▪ Individual ownership of tasks and results

What changes
▪ Physical presence
▪ Time (shortened)
▪ More required pre-readings
▪ Reduction of informal time
What‘s more
▪ Interactive tools like quizzes, live voting
and other tools
▪ Increased group works („breakouts“)
▪ Real time collaboration on shared docs

Go deeper here: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/dont-cancel-your-leadership-workshop-dr-tobias -Leipprand
and here: https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6651056209375830016/ (German language)
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Make sure there is also time
to play and laugh – it helps
recharge the batteries
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Remote Teamwork
How LEAD can help

•
•
•
•

1hr interactive online training: basics of remote team work
Design and deliver virtual meetings or workshops of any size
Help you translate offline meeting or workshops to online
Training schedules for your team and leaders
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Leadership over distance
How can I guide people through uncertainty?

Which simple technologies and tools can I use?
What is important as a leader to consider?
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1

Leading through chaos

Before corona: what people thought leaders do
15

Before corona: what leaders felt they do

Today: What they are actually doing

Leadership means leading yourself, how you interact with
the individuals in your team and your team as such!

Lead yourself
Find good ways to find yourself in the
situation and reflect on what it means to
your leadership. Keep some to yourself,
but also share with your team. Be aware
of the big challenge it is to adapt for
everyone including yourself

"See" and coach the individual
Stay in close contact with the
individuals in your team. As you do not
see them in person, their emotional
response to the situation can be difficult
to capture.
Listen and coach!

Hold your team together and provide
direction
Make a great effort in creating a strong
holding environment with virtually team
closeness and as clear direction as you
can. Keep long-term perspectives in view
despite short-term fire fighting

1. Find a trusted peer to exchange your thoughts w ith
2. Prioritize time for meditation, self-reflection and
sport – if isolated at home you find many great
digital solutions
3. Accept the paradoxes you are surrounded w ith

1. Ask openly w hat the person needs from you and
reflect on w hat that means to your most important
role as a leader
2. Consider the person in his/her private context – the
tw o worlds do not separate
3. Take the time to coach
4. Think how , in this situation, the person contribute the
strongest – rethink the roles in the team

1. Have daily check-ins
2. Involve full team in creating new ideas
3. Rethink your team culture and how to collaborate
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Leading others: Provide your team members with what is
needed right now
Crises need adaptive leaders

Situational Leadership and Communication
High

▪ The time of crisis puts enormous efforts
on all of us, motivation and focus (“will”)
may vary over time

▪ Thus, this new reality demands adaptivity
in leadership and communication
towards individual team members based
on their current needs

Will

▪ The current remote setting also requires
new capabilities (“skill”) from us

➢ The following matrix helps to navigate
your challenging leadership task by
offering guidance how to act
appropriately

GUIDE

EMPOWER

▪ Ensure realistic
self-assessment
▪ Guide learning new
skills

▪ Delegate
implementation
▪ Authorize decision
making

DIRECT

COACH

▪ Give clear and
precise instructions
▪ Exercise tight
control

▪ Build up motivation
▪ Excite and inspire
▪ Share “change
story”

Low
Low

Skill

High
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Leading others: Regular one-on-ones help boost the
quality of leadership and interpersonal relationships
Regular one-on-ones can be a powerful tool in times of remote work. Regular touchpoints with direct reports help you
get a better perspective on the specific needs of your employees. Based on this assessment you are equipped to lead
based on the actual situational needs. One-on-ones also boost the quality of the relationship over a distance.

Structure: Provide an agenda that contains room for recurring topics and
emerging topics. Always make room for private conversation - relationship
first!
Preparation: Be prepared! Consider desired outcomes, ambiguous topics,
personal issues before the actual meeting.

Examples of situation-specific behavior in oneon-ones
High

Will

Regularity: Make one-on-ones a regular (weekly) habit

Follow-up: Make sure both sides have the same understanding of the
situation and agreements are adhered to (e.g. by a follow-up email).

Recognition: Remote work means less tacit information for employees of
how leaders assess the work of their employees. Make sure, your direct
reports are recognized in their current situation

GUIDE

EMPOWER

▪ Review KPIs,
OKRs
▪ Delegate open
tasks

▪ Get input
▪ Foster selfefficacy

DIRECT

COACH

▪ Summarize
current work
▪ Set next steps

▪ Re-assure
▪ Clarify role

Low
Low

Skill

High
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One-on-ones and difficult conversations

With so much ambiguity in the current environment, we are more likely to have opposing views on a number of issues
What is more, with the increased pressure we all have the tendency to engage in heightened discussions about
those opposing views

Follow these five strategies to increase your conversational receptiveness and improve
engagement with opposing views1
1. Actively acknowledge the other perspective: “I understand,” “I see your point”
2. Highlight areas of agreement, no matter how small or obvious: “I agree that home office can
be very hard with kids...” “I think both of us want this situation to end soon”
3. Hedge your claims: “I think it’s very possible that social distancing measures will remain” vs.
“Social distancing measures will remain”
4. Phrase arguments in positive versus negative terms: “I think the whole team should agree on
a common time to videocall daily” vs. “You cannot take care of your children at 9am”
5. Try to avoid explanatory words like "because" and "therefore
As shown by researchers from the Harvard Kennedy/Businness School: https://www.mikeyeomans.info/papers/receptiveness.pdf
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Creating phsychological safety

A stressed team member is
a liability, a relaxed and
focused one gives you
strength
22

Make sure your team members feel safe to learn during
this crisis
As insecurities rise in times of crisis, the need to create an environment where team members feel free
to express doubts, insecurities and admit the need for help is paramount – for the team‘s well being as
well as the team‘s productivity. At Google, this team property is called psychological safety.

4 practical
steps everyone
can take to
foster the
psychological
safety in remote
work settings

1.

Be accessible. Actively communicate your availability to others and signal it (e.g. status in Teams
or Outlook). Install regular check-ins. Further, signal openness towards your team member’s
insecurities. Make approachability your team culture.

2.

Model fallibility. Make it easy to fail. The little fails in the digital space are good laughs and
encourage others to experiment.

3.

Invite input. Ask real questions. Simply put: when people believe that their managers and team
members want to hear from them and value their input, they respond more.

4.

Acknowledge a lack of answers. Acknowledging uncertainty (in the crisis or about working in a
digital environment) may seem like a weakness, but in fact it‘s usually an intelligent and accurate
diagnosis of a murky situation. And: it encourages others.
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Leadership over distance
How LEAD can help

•
•
•
•

1hr interactive online training: basics of remote team work
Design and deliver virtual workshops
Help you translate offline workshops to online
Training schedules for your team and leaders
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Well-being & resilience
Why it is important to take care for yourself first
How several things can be the right combination for you
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As leaders it is important to
know that it starts with yourself!
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V U C A is our reality
With COVID-19 more than
ever for many people

Volatility

Uncertainty

Complexity

Ambiguity
27

The best thing you can do is to
acknowledge and work with it.
There is not just one way –get
started and find YOUR way!
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Taking care of yourself in times of uncertainty
1.

Connect with trusted peers. Connect with like-minded peers with which you can have meaningful conversation
and reflection about what moves you.

2.

Build your own sanctuary. Find a routine where you are not disturbed and helps you to calm down and relax
(e.g. sports, friendship, meditation).

3.

Accept the paradoxes around you. Times of crises are characterized by many unknowns. Accept the tension
and learn to navigate the often paradox demands on you.

4.

Practice mindfulness. Start meditating daily to be self-aware of your thoughts by using short guided
sessions from apps like Headspace, Calm.

5.

Stop playing the hero. We are all new to this. None of us know how this works. We are all not ready.
Go deeper here: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/every-leader-needs-sanctuary-dr-tobias-leipprand/
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Step by step you will grow more
clear, more focused, more able
to be there for others

Well-being and resilience
How LEAD can help

• HR strategy for employee wellbeing during crisis and home office
• Virtual resilience trainings
• Virtual snippets of journaling, meditation and yoga
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Crisis communication
How much time should I spent communicating?

What are the best channels?
How to balance honesty with hope? What messages to send?
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1

Communicating effectively

33

Follow these steps to strengthen your crisis communication
1.

Show face. As a leader, communicate much more frequently than usually. CEOs should currently do biweekly video town-halls

2.

Create operational transparency. In these days, it is very easy to lose people’s trust. Invite trust by
being as transparent as you can be. Predictability helps, e.g. sharing new business numbers every
Monday morning.

3.

Tap into the organizational identity. Delibrerately craft youf messages around your purpose or cultural
traits. Connect your storyline to what people know and agree with.

4.

Be human. Show your own self, don’t be a robot. People are more vulnerable these days, so it helps
them seeing role models opening up.

5.

Listen. This is probably the most important thing. Hear people out, even if you are impatient. They need
to be heard.

Client example: Large Town Halls can make great employee
experiences
Agenda item

Description

1. Use a reliable video conferencing tool, e. g.
Zoom is a great option.

Welcome
(6’)

The facilitator gives an overview of the agenda and
speakers. This includes a technical introduction to the
tools used in the town hall.

2. Designate a digital native to set up the Town
Hall meeting.

Engage the
audience with a
question
(10’)

The facilitator asks a question such as “what are your
expectations for this meeting?”, reflects on the
audience’s responses, and links them back to the town
hall’s core topic. Use Poll Everywhere to collect
participants’ responses.

Topic 1
(10’)

e.g. Our current reaction to different business needs

Topic 1 Q&A
(10`)

Use Poll Everywhere or the Conference space chat
possibility for the Q&A.

Topic 2
(10’)

e.g. An interesting story or achievement

Topic 2 Q&A
(10’)

Use Poll Everywhere or the Conference space
chat possibility for the Q&A.

Feedback
(5’)

Collect feedback on the town hall from the audience
(use Poll Everywhere again).

Wrap up
(3’)

The facilitator concludes the meeting.

3. Find a strong facilitator who has experience
engaging large audiences.
4. Use well-coordinated and engaging visuals:
Find a healthy balance between seeing the
speakers and their supporting slides/visuals.
5. Focus on one to three key messages and leave
enough time for an engaging Q&A session.
6. Practice / Coach speakers upfront: speakers
should be concise and engaging in front of an
audience.

Sample
Agenda

Go deeper here: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/you-have-company-wide-topic-discuss-skip-email-talk-directly-nonnen/
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Storyligning: Balancing reality and hope

“A leader’s job is to define reality and then give hope.”
Attributed to Napoleon, according to Ken Chenault, former CEO of Amercian Express
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“A leader’s job is to define reality and then give hope.”
Define reality as it is (first)

Give hope and confidence (second)

▪ Describe the current reality in a clear,
concise and unadorned way

▪ Provide a tangible and authentic vision
despite all the uncertainty

▪ Be specific and transparent

▪ Think of something that gives you
confidence (your strategy, mission,
measures taken, personal story, etc.)

▪ Take all perspectives into account (industry,
organization, personal)
▪ Express your concern, but don’t be dramatic

▪ Motivate your team to stick together and
face the challenge collectively

▪ Don’t assume that people are seeing what
you are seeing

▪ Express your positive emotions strongly
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“A leader’s job is to define reality and then give hope.”
Communicate constantly and act

▪ Transparency first & foremost
▪ Be clear what you know, don’t know, what are you doing to learn more
▪ Take special care to address your teams concerns, questions, and
interests
▪ Have your C-levels speak first-hand about what they are doing and
provide frequent updates
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Crisis communication
How LEAD can help

• Design and facilitate virtual townhalls with 1,000 participants and more
• CEO storylining
• Communication training for your leaders
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Tech tool overview
Which tools to use to collaborate digitally?

Which tool is suitable for which usecase?
What are advantages and disadvantages?
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Video conferencing

Virtual whiteboard

Document collaboration /
task management
CryptPad
Trello

Online quizzes / Live
Voting

Polleverywhere

Many interactions from in-person meetings can be conducted
virtually
Subjective selection of easy-to-implement tools

Basics

Additionals

Video conference & team chat

Microsoft Teams; Zoom

Document collaboration & file sharing

CryptPad

Task management

Trello; Microsoft Teams

Virtual whiteboard

Mural

Online quizzes

Kahoot

Live polls

Poll Everywhere
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Microsoft Teams

Description

▪ MS Teams is a chat and collaboration tool that is part of
MS Office 365
▪ Interaction takes place in teams (project groups or functions)
▪ Team members can always be up-to-date (e.g. new files have
been uploaded) via “activity feed“
▪ Lots of apps can be integrated to enhance collaboration

Strengths

▪ Integrates many apps and services, including Trello and SurveyMonkey
▪ Smooth integration with other Microsoft Office services such as Word, Excel and SharePoint,
enabling seamless work flows
▪ Increased transparency via "activity feed"
▪ Likes, gifs and emoticons enrich the communication

Use case

▪ Teams can be used as digital workspace for remote teams
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Zoom

Description

▪ Zoom is a video conferencing tool that allows to host online
conversations for group sizes varying from 2 to 1000
participants. Beyond webcam and audio transmission,
participants can also share their screens and annotate directly

Strengths

▪ Accessible: no account needed for participants; necessary plug-in is downloaded
and installed within few moments; dial-in via phone possible
▪ Scalable: Additional webinar version lets you host online events for up to 10,000
viewers; recordings for both conferences and webinars possible
▪ Interactive: Hosts can integrate breakouts, polling and live-annotations

Use case

▪ Hosting an online workshop for your leadership team
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CryptPad

Description

▪ CryptPad is a collaboration tool which allows to quickly create
collaborative documents and to share notes or ideas with
others
▪ CryptPad allows to upload files and create folders to organize
documents
▪ One can share access to a CryptPad with collaborators
document by simply sharing the corresponding link

Strengths

▪ CryptPad can be used with common office formats and cloud services
▪ Data security: unlike alternatives, such as Google Docs, data is encrypted; thus,
sovereignty over data remains with the user

Use case

▪ Real time collaboration on a document
▪ asynchronous collaboration on a document
▪ Brainstorming
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Trello

Description

▪ Trello is a digital kanban board
▪ It is a cloud based task management system that lets you track
the flow of work as it moves from left to right
▪ You can invite users onto your team and have everyone
automatically updated with changes relevant to them
▪ Also, you can assign team members to (sub-)tasks.

Strengths

▪
▪
▪
▪

Use case

▪
▪

It is simple and easy to get into, with most of its interface being self-explanatory
The free version of Trello lets you have as many people as you want on your
team
You can customize it with your own columns and labels and get notifications
when things relevant to you happen
Trello allows you to share attachments with other people, with limits of 10MB or
250MB depending on the plan you have
Use kanban view to keep track of the work flow
Create, monitor and assign tasks online very easily and collaboratively
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Mural

Description

▪
▪
▪
▪

Graphic-focused tool – has a whiteboard feeling
Participants can move sticky notes, cluster them, color them
You can even insert pictures or PPT charts
Best used on a desktop

Strengths

▪
▪
▪
▪

Browser-based – no need to install anything
Can be used anonymously – hence ok with GDPR
Recreates the "flip chart" feeling of visualization in a face-to-face workshop
Currently for free for 1 month, but you will be upgraded to 3 months

Use case

▪ Brainstorming and task management
▪ Could reproduce a KanBan Board in this
▪ Collaborative data analysis
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Kahoot

Description

▪ Kahoot! is a game-based learning platform that makes it easy
to create, share and play learning games or trivia quizzes
▪ The learning games or quizzes can be created around a
specific topic or be a mix of several topics
▪ The players log in with a quiz code and play from their
smartphones
▪ The two winners are always announced at the end

Strengths

▪
▪
▪
▪

Use case

▪ Used for online and onsite leadership meetings and workshops for
competitive spirit / energy creation and fun

Browser-based – no need to install anything
Bring great fun and energy to a session
Can be a way to also teach new facts or bring life to a concept
The players can choose a nickname – hence stay anonymous
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Poll Everywhere

Description

▪ Poll Everywhere allows you to involve your audience with Live
Voting on all kinds of topics
▪ The web-based audience response system that lets you embed
interactive activities directly into your presentation
▪ It is suitable for in-person as well as remote facilitation

Strengths

▪ People respond via the web (either with their laptop or smartphone) by opening a customized
link (pollev.com/yourorganization) or a QR code
▪ High flexibility in design of questions (multiple-choice questions, clickable images, ideation with
upvoting, ...)
▪ Poll Everywhere lets you integrate questions right into your PowerPoint slides – no need to
switch to another application

Use case

▪ Poll Everywhere can easily be used to activate people and to quickly gather feedback from a
bigger (online) community (e.g. ”What’s on your mind regarding ...?”)
▪ We recommend a warm-up question such that people become familiar with the tool (e.g.
„From which room are you dialing in?“)
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Tech tool overview
How LEAD can help

• Choose the right tools
• Train your people to use the tools and have fun with them
• Engaging „getting-to-know“ sessions
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You want to become even more techy and exit the crisis strong?
3 reasons why to kick off Artificial Intelligence projects right now:
1.

AI projects activate the company – and your customers: AI has long been met with resistance. If done right,
not any longer. You can channel the momentum by letting your employees establish AI projects and have them
create fast and tangible value! And foster Data Literacy in your organization.

2.

AI projects work perfectly from home: For Data Scientists, working remotely is the old normal. You can even
increase your virtual collaboration capacities by working closely with those who truly know how to do it!

3.

AI is powerful even with little money: AI doesn’t have to be prohibitively expensive. You can wait to scale until
the value of a prototype is validated!

Our Data Scientists and Machine Learning Specialists can co-create
prototypes with you – while having everyone on board! Just reach out.
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Kontakt

Your Corona first aid contact
Maj Seider
Partner
maj.seider@lead.berlin
+49 151 53 55 9128
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Get in touch with us …
…whether you have a budget or not – we are here to help!

Dr. Tobias Leipprand

Oliver Triebel

Dr. Therese Thürmer

Marius Möhler

Maximilian Gracz

Dr. Stefan Anderer

Mathis Budny

Pascal Nonnen

Tim Schleicher

Alessandro Schneider

